
Explore the Splendors of Colombia In 20 Days
Volume Patricia Harris
Colombia is a mesmerizing country that offers a diverse range of experiences for
travelers. From stunning landscapes to vibrant cities, this South American gem
has something for everyone. In this article, we will delve into the adventures of
Patricia Harris as she explores Colombia in 20 days, uncovering its rich culture,
captivating history, and natural wonders.

Day 1-5: Discover the Beauty of Bogotá

Patricia's journey begins in the vibrant capital city of Bogotá. Known for its
colonial architecture and colorful streets, Bogotá is a perfect place to start
immersing oneself in Colombian culture. Patricia explores the historic La
Candelaria neighborhood, visits world-class museums, and indulges in delicious
local cuisine. She also takes a cable car ride up to the iconic Monserrate Hill to
enjoy breathtaking views of the city.

Day 6-9: Unveiling the Charm of Cartagena

From Bogotá, Patricia heads to the Caribbean coast to explore the enchanting
city of Cartagena. With its cobblestone streets, colorful houses, and old forts,
Cartagena is like stepping back in time. Patricia takes a leisurely stroll along the
city walls, visits the iconic Palace of the Inquisition, and savors the flavors of
Caribbean cuisine. She also relaxes on the picturesque beaches of the Rosario
Islands, surrounded by crystal-clear waters and abundant marine life.
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Day 10-12: Medellín, the City of Eternal Spring

Next, Patricia arrives in Medellín, a city known for its pleasant weather and warm-
hearted people. She explores the transformation that Medellín has undergone
from being one of the most dangerous cities in the world to becoming a thriving
cultural hub. Patricia takes a cable car ride to the neighborhood of Santo
Domingo, visits the iconic Botero Plaza, and immerses herself in the local art
scene. She also indulges in the delicious street food that Medellín is famous for.

Day 13-17: Marveling at the Magnificent Coffee Region

No trip to Colombia is complete without experiencing the breathtaking landscapes
of the Coffee Region. Patricia ventures into the heart of coffee production and
visits picturesque towns like Salento and Manizales. She explores coffee
plantations, learns about the coffee-making process, and takes part in a
traditional coffee tasting session. Patricia also hikes through the enchanting
Cocora Valley, home to towering wax palm trees, and enjoys the tranquility of
nature.

Day 18-20: Unforgettable Experiences in Tayrona National Natural
Park
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For the final leg of her journey, Patricia heads to Tayrona National Natural Park, a
coastal paradise that merges pristine beaches with lush jungles. She embarks on
a trek through the park, admiring exotic wildlife and discovering hidden beaches.
Patricia also takes a refreshing dip in the crystal-clear waters of Cabo San Juan
beach, and relaxes in hammocks by the seaside. The serenity of Tayrona
National Natural Park leaves her in awe of Colombia's natural beauty.

As Patricia concludes her 20-day adventure through Colombia, she reflects on
the incredible experiences she had, the warm hospitality of the Colombian
people, and the diverse beauty of the country. Whether you're an adventure
seeker, history enthusiast, or nature lover, Colombia has something extraordinary
to offer. Start planning your own journey and unlock the treasures of this
captivating country.
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Volume 6 and 7

This book is the result of a motorcycle photo diary through Colombia, and this is
the last installment (covering volumes 6 and 7).
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Volumes 6 and 7 are an enhanced edition with audio, interactive maps,
interactive GPS coordinates, 20 videos and over 150 photographs of people and
places in Colombia, that make travelling with us a unique experience. It covers
over 1700 miles in the country and especially in La Guajira.

Volume 6, after knowing the historic town of Mompós, bordering the Mompós
depression, we headed towards Cucuta, not before getting lost on the road a few
times and crashing another motorcycle. On our way to the Natural Park of El
Cocuy, a motorcycle started having problems, and it was the most stressful day of
the journey by multiple factors, but once we got to the splendor of the peaks of
the Sierra Nevada, a peaceful feeling invaded us, and re-energized us enough to
proceed with the best spirit possible. It was the highest day on the journey, not
only for what we felt, but also because we went over 4100m above sea level. This
volume marks the beginning of our journey back home, the end of the expedition
and a felling of sadness of having to return to our everyday reality.

Volume 7. The end is near. We woke again with a flat tire in an ex-guerrilla town,
and we borrowed a bike that I could barely drive. We crossed a river on two
canoes and jumped bridges on dirt roads with enormous smiles on our faces.

Mixtures of feelings go through our body while we pack the bikes for the last time.
The unique beauty of our country was the perfect excuse to start this madness.
We hope this book continues to inspire all who love the uncertain when we
venture into the future. It is only the beginning of the adventure, of a lifestyle, a
dream, and life purpose. We hope our spirit of adventure never ends and spreads
to others who can achieve the same.

"Day 20" the Guajira special. We could not write travel accounts around Colombia
without writing about La Guajira. It is one of the most special places in the country



after the Sierra Nevada of Cocuy. We decided not to go on this journey to this
spectacular and memorable place, as 2 months before, we had travelled around
La Guajira and had documented the place also. Although the purpose that time
was different, the idea of travelling the country was born on that occasion.

The adventure will continue...

For some people, travelling thru Colombia by road is supposed to be a very
dangerous endeavour, and even more if you go off the main roads. Andrés
Restrepo and Juan Pablo Gaviria, two experienced bikers who share a passion
for the unknown, leave their jobs on the side and go aboard on the adventure of
travelling Colombia by motorbike. Roaming through barely travelled roads to
observe and witness what they like to call the “real” Colombia… All there is to
reach beyond the main cities. This is not the typical tourist book. This book is the
result of unplanned photographs of a traveller going through places with a
different perspective than finding a 5 star hotel and Dining. With the characteristic
eagerness of a real traveller and the uncertainty of the biker who does not know
where he is going to sleep at night, but with the pleasure of documenting the
beauty of the people and places that they find in their path. The unique beauty of
the landscapes of this country was the perfect excuse to start this madness. We
hope this book will continue to inspire all those who love the uncertain when they
venture into the future. This is only the beginning of an adventure, of a lifestyle, a
dream and a life purpose. This book is the result of their Photographic Diaries
thru Colombia.

We invite you to travel this wonderful country with us.
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